
WAVE Your Anywhere and Everywhere Voice Assistant

WAVE is most likely the smallest 
Alexa built-in ever designed!

This amazingly portable voice assistant lets you 
ask for directions, stream music, listen to the news 
or control Zigbee enabled smart home devices 
such as security, fire, and Co2 detection. Stream to 
your BT headphones or use it for a confrence call.

This tiny form factor and at less than 50g it goes 
anywhere and everywhere

 It is capable of voice interaction, music playback, 
making to-do lists, setting alarms, streaming 
podcasts, playing audiobooks, and providing 
weather, traffic, and other real-time information, 
such as news. 

 Alexa Voice portable assistant w/ all Alexa features.                                                                     
 Enable all existing headphones, earbuds to be   
 Voice enabled and Bluetooth streaming   
 enabled.
 Alexa Skill
 AMA (Option)
 Dual band Wi-Fi 2.4G & 5GHz
 Hotspot connectivity
 802.11ac/a/b/g/n
 2xMICs
 550mAh battery
 Headphone Driver
 Line out
 Bluetooth 4.2 & BLE
 HFP profile
 Amazon music, Tunein, iHeart Radio, Dezzer,   
 Pandora, Sirus/XM, Saaven, Tidal.
 Ultra lower power consumption
 8H playtime/3 weeks standby for wake up
 Standard Micro USB charge interface                                           
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Completely hands free

Add storage for voice 
activated media playback

long lasting battery with 
Easy USB power and charge

WAVE

The perfect companion 
for everyday life

Workplace applications

Drivers
Doctors & Nurses
Athletes

Works alone or pair to your favorite 
speaker or car system

Keeps your eys and hands doing 
what they are supposed to 

Your Anywhere and Everywhere Voice Assistant


